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IN EVERY CASE, ....

1.  Does the 4th Apply?

A.  Gov't activity: "Search"  or  "Seizure"  
B.  Protected interest: liberty, possession, privacy

2.  Is it Satisfied?

[3.  Remedies?]

analytical structure of applicability question

1.  Protected interest is necessary but not sufficient condition  

focus:   individual’s interests.

2.  Must be gov't invasion – “search”– of that interest.

focus:  governmental actions.

This session assumes step #1 and focuses on step #2:

What gov'tal invasions of protected interests are and

should be categorized as a search?



Bond

physical manipulation of bus passenger's 
carry-on luggage

two sided nature of applicability question

Bond v. United States, 529 U.S. 334 (2000)

five senses

Roy Olmstead

Olmstead v. United States,  277 U.S. 438 (1928)



where taps occurred

Olmstead   Taft vs. Brandeis 

 what does the Fourth Amendment 
protect?

 what is a search? 

TAFT

1.  PROTECTS MATERIAL
THINGS

tangible obj: -- (ex) letters

conversations not protected

2.  LIMITED LIST OF
TANGIBLES PROTECTED

phone lines not on list

3.  AGAINST PHYSICAL
INVASIONS

sight/hearing not s/s

BRANDEIS

1. PROTECTS "RIGHT TO BE
LEFT ALONE" 

all invasions of right to privacy

2.  TANGIBLES & INTANGIBLES

no difference between letter,
conversation

3.  METHOD OF INVASION 
IMMATERIAL



TAFT

scope of 4th protections:________

limited to physical trespass into 
constitutionally protected areas 
and s/s of tangible objects

purpose of 4th:________________

prevent use of force to s/
houses, etc.

view re liberal construction:_____

cannot "enlarge language" 
1) beyond meaning of houses, etc. 
or 
2) apply words s/s to hearing/sight

role of history:________________

limits to what was done to invade

BRANDEIS

____________________________________________

all invasions of privacy

__________________________________

secure conditions favorable to 
happiness

_______________________________

• constitution must be adaptable

• purpose of 4th – secure 
happiness

________________

• informs -- underlying purpose

• does not limit specific methods

physical intrusions
"Search"

Bond

• physical manipulation of bus passenger's carry-on luggage

• "feel bag in exploratory manner"

• distinguishes "tactile" from visual as "more intrusive"

Arizona v. Hicks, 480 U.S. 321 (1987)

• moving stereo to examine underside

• "a search is a search"

_________________________________

What did police learn?

How did police learn it?



What about other forms of intrusions?

 Use of other unaided senses:

 sight
 hearing
 smell
 taste

 Use of technology to aid senses:

 chemical tests
 binoculars
 flashlights
 thermo imagers
 trained dogs

hearing

Katz v. United States, 389 U.S. 347 
(1967) :  

• excluding uninvited ear

• listening = search

Sight

" This Court has to date not deviated from the 
understanding that mere visual observation 
does not constitute a search."

 Even if surveillance of Jones for 4–week period “would have 
required a large team of agents, multiple vehicles, and perhaps 
aerial assistance,” our cases suggest that such visual 
observation is constitutionally permissible. 

United States v. Jones, 132 S. Ct. 945 (2012)



California v. Ciraolo, 476 U.S. 207 (1986)

in age where private and commercial flights 
in public airways is routine, unreasonable to 
expect NOT being observed from  altitude of 
1000 feet

Ciraolo dissent: normative approach to REP

to determine REP, give weight to:

 intention of framers

 uses to which person has put location

 "societal understanding that certain areas deserve the 
most  scrupulous protection from gov't intrusion"

"qualitative difference between police 
surveillance and other uses of the airspace.  ...   
It is not easy to believe that our society is 
prepared to force individuals to bear the risk of 
this type of warrantless police intrusion ...."

Houston police drone

Houston Police use DRONES to spy on AMERICANS - Local 2 news.flv



Smell? 
U.S. v. Place, 462 U.S. 696 (1983)

"canine sniff" . . . 

 does not expose noncontraband items to public view  as does …
rummaging through contents of luggage.   Thus, manner in which info . 
. .  obtained . . . much less intrusive than typical search

 sniff discloses only presence / absence of narcotics  

 tells authorities something of contents but  info obtained is limited

canine sniff is sui generis:  exposure of luggage, located in 
a public place, to trained canine — not a "Search" 

Florida v. Jardines, 73 So. 3d 34 (Fla. 2011), No. 11-564, cert. 
granted, January 6, 2012.

 Issue:  Is dog sniff at front door of 
suspected grow house is search requiring 
probable cause?

 dog alerted to bottom of front door of single family house while on   
porch

 Florida court  -- house has “special status” and dog sniff was  
“sophisticated undertaking that was the end result of a sustained and 
coordinated effort" by law enforcement 

Technology:  thermal imaging

Source:  "How stuff works"



http://www.itimaging.com/

Is this a search?

kyllo images

kyllo and his house

http://dannyleekyllo.com/

http://dannyleekyllo.com/



Kyllo definition

1. obtaining by sense-enhancing technology any
information

2. regarding interior of home that could not 
otherwise been obtained w/o  physical intrusion 
into constitutionally protected area

3. is a search – at least (as here) technology not in 
general public use

"good" Kyllo

• establishes an uncompromising rule:

"all details are intimate details”

• “focus ... is “not upon intimacy but upon otherwise-
imperceptibility”

• any technology that detects any detail of interior of home that 
would be otherwise imperceptible absent physical intrusion is a 
search  -- and police will know in advance that it is a search

 premises conclusion that use of
 device not a search based on availability to public

$1500
$59.

KYLLO:  “quite confident” thermal imaging not routine

"bad" Kyllo



Jones Scalia (+4)   = majority

 car = “effect”

 installation = trespass

“The Gov’t physically occupied private property for the 
purposes of obtaining information.”

Scalia (+4)   = majority

SEARCH defined:

 trespass or invasion of privacy

plus

 “ an attempt to find something or to obtain 
information”

footnote 5

Jones majority ambiguities:

Attachment of device +

1.  "subsequent use" to monitor the vehicle's 
movements on public streets is search

2.  with "purpose of obtaining information" is search



Scalia (+4)   = majority

What about Katz ?

 does not “narrow” F/A’s scope

 REP  test:  “added to” -- not substitute 
for -- common law trespass test

Scalia +4  dicta

non-trespass electronics surveillance:

“may be unconstitutional invasion of privacy but” do 
not decide

• avoid “thorny” Q of how long is too long

 no precedent for concurring view that “search”
depends on nature of crime investigated

Alito + 3 concurring

“What is really important: the use of the GPS for 
the purpose of long-term tracking”

• short term – OK
• long term – infrnges on EP
• here 4 weeks too long

• don’t need to decide what is too long 

• don’t need to consider “extraordinary offenses”



Alito + 3 concurring

What the Amendment protects

 REP is the sole test !

 physical trespass has been rejected

non-trespass long term GPS monitoring

1.  majority:  no need to decide

2.  Sotomayor:

agrees w/ Alito:  “longer term GPS monitoring of 

most offenses impinges” EP

3.  Alito + 3 :  four weeks impinges REP

Sotomayor concurring

 joins majority  -- including physical trespass theory

 F/A also protects  REP  -- “augments” trespass test

 apply REP for non-physical surveillance

 agrees w/ Alito:  “longer term GPS monitoring of 
most offenses impinges” EP



Sotomayor concurring

factors to measure REP re GPS monitoring of public 
movements:

 whether people reasonably expect movements will 
be recorded and aggregated so Gov’t can “ascertain, 
more or less at will, their political and religious beliefs, 
sexual habits, and so on”

 not dispositive  -- Gov’t might get same info through 
lawful means

 appropriateness of entrusting to Executive, in the 
absence of any oversight from a coordinate branch, 
a tool so amenable to misuse, especially in light of 
the Fourth Amendment's goal to curb arbitrary 
exercises of police power to and prevent “a too 
permeating police surveillance”

So, what have we learned ??



"Search"

 no comprehensive definition

 categorical exclusions from concept

 dog sniffs
 chemical field testing
 technological enhancements to senses

 airplanes
 binoculars
 flashlights
 beepers

Search defined?

• search occurs when REP infringed by  gov't  …
Jacobsen

• "A search is a search" even if it only turns up underside of stereo
Hicks

• "Probing tactile examination" of luggage ….
Bond

• Dog sniffs "tell authorities something" about contents but not a S/

Place

• Obtaining by sense-enhancing technology any information  … that 
could not otherwise have been obtained w/o physical intrusion

Kyllo

limitation:  not in general public use???

Possible factors?

1.  Enhancement of senses to detect that which could not otherwise 
detect?

* dog sniffs?

* binoculars, flashlights?

* thermal imaging?

2.  Context in which observations made?

* home?

* closed luggage?

3.  What is discovered?

* contraband?

* any detail of house?

4.  Method used:  physical vs. other senses?



trend line:  less "searches"

 permits gov't to learn more without justification

 gov't’s capacity to gather info  w/o implicating 4th 
often stands in opposition to individual interests

 Cloud:  "privacy expectations must decrease as 
intrusive technologies become more widely dispersed 
and readily available”

if only life were simple! 

 When the Fourth Amendment was adopted, as now, 
to "search" meant "[t]o look over or through for the 
purpose of finding something;  to explore;  to 
examine by inspection;  as, to search the house for a 
book; to search the wood for a thief." 

Kyllo, quoting N. Webster, An American Dictionary of 
the English Language 66 (1828) (reprint 6th ed. 
1989).


